PADI RESCUE DIVER PROGRAM

The PADI Rescue Diver program develops the necessary knowledge and skills to perform diver rescues and assists, manage diving-accident situations, and render proper diver first aid. Successful completion of the course is an important prerequisite for the PADI Master Scuba Diver* rating which is the highest non-professional level of scuba certification!

*Master Scuba Diver requires Rescue certification plus five specialty certifications

PREREQUISITES
PADI Advanced Open Water Diver/Junior Advanced Open Water.
or An equivalent rating from another training agency along with 20 logged dives.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
2 Academic Lectures & Pool sessions
Open Water Sessions covering 12 exercises, completed in a 1 day or 2 day format
(1 session for CPR/First Aid/AED Training, unless you already have a current CPR and First Aid certification)

COURSE FEE
$310, includes PADI Rescue Diver Packet, DVD, Dive Management Slate, gear for pool, and CPR/First-Aid/AED training with manuals for adults, children and infants. ($235 if student has current CPR and First Aid training)

GENERAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Students must supply:
Mask, fins, snorkel and booties
Logbook
Underwater watch or dive computer
Safety signal tube and whistle
Pocket mask
*All other necessary Scuba Equipment can be rented from Scuba World, Inc. if you do not already have your own.

Please note
*Trip cost is additional and varies according to location. Each student is expected to have the above equipment prior to the open water training. Please check to be sure all equipment has been serviced and in proper working condition. Rental equipment should be reserved in advance of dive trip.

www.scubaworldinc.net